Pivoting Programming

How can your club be flexible in the education you want to have at club meetings? Being prepared for different ways to deliver education can be helpful to easily pivot from in person, hybrid and virtual education experiences. How can you do that? Consider this pivoting planning sheet:

**General Information:**
What is the TOPIC you want to provide an educational experience on:

Who is your “expert” to lead (remember, this could be youth, adult, parent, guest, etc.):

**How would you deliver this education if you were in Pre-Covid Times:**
Room set up:
Supplies/Materials:

**How could you adapt this education if you were in hybrid spaces** (pods of up to 10 people, no more than 5 pods, keeping 6 foot physical distance from members, and 20 feet distance (or different rooms) between pods
Room set up:
Supplies/Materials:
Technology Needs:
Pre-registration:

**How could you adapt this education if you were in 100% virtual spaces:**
Platform for Meeting:
Supplies/Materials:
Speaker/Educator Technology Needs:
Pre-registration and connection information: